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Mso at the Lake
CHELSEA GALLO

Conductor Chelsea Gallo has been labeled a “rising star” within the conducting world, being praised for her ability to “lead the orchestra with grace and fiery command” (Schubring). In addition to her responsibilities on the conducting staff for the Detroit Symphony Orchestra, Chelsea has numerous posts and regularly assists some of the world’s most prominent conductors and musicians, including leading conductors such as Leonard Slatkin, James Gaffigan, and Karina Canellakis.

An advocate of new music, Chelsea conducted in Operation Opera, a festival for newly composed operas. During her time at Michigan, she gave the Michigan premiere of Esa-Pekka Salonen’s piece “Helix” and gave the American premiere of Michael Gordon’s Bassoon Concerto. Further, she directed Hartford Opera’s 2017 production of Who Married Star Husbands by Shuying Li.

VIOLIN I
Felicia Brunelle
Dr. R.C. & Caroline Arnold Memorial Concertmaster Chair
Graham Woodland
Jane Crow Violin Chair
Carrie Dowell
Siri Geenen
Linnea Geenen
Alexandre Negrão

VIOLIN II
Carl Ann Evans
Elizabeth Ramos
Evian Wilde
Madilyn Waters

VIOLA
Jenwei Yu
Edward & Judith Chmielewski Principal Viola Chair
McKayla Talasek
Briana Frieda
Kermaline Jean
Powell Cotterman Memorial Viola Chair
Dean Roberts

CELLO
Shannon Merciel
Ms. Linda Lyle Cello Chair
Adrián Gómez
Hernández
Alice Havard Cello Chair
Jennifer Lochhead
Nathan Roberts

BASS
Sean O’Hara
MPIX/Richard Miller Principal Bass Chair
Elizabeth Ashley Boyd

FLUTE
Sarah Fragiskatos
Lucy Vianello Flute Chair
Leah Stevens
Doris C. Brandt Memorial Piccolo Chair

OBOE
Chanmi Kim
Missouri Symphony League Oboe Chair
Luca de la Florin

BASSOON
Taylor Smith
Stephen & Joan Mudrick Principal Bassoon Chair
Austin Way

CLARINET
Andrew Wiele
Yoshi Onishi

HORN
Scott Millichamp
Bruce & Kathy Gordon Principal Horn Chair
Sonja Millichamp
Kayla Modlin
Lindsey Tevebaugh

TRUMPET
Alan Evans
Chris Farris
Zach Beran

TROMBONE
Josh Bledsoe
Nancy & David Bedan Principal Trombone Chair
Sam Chen
Jared Smith

TUBA
Theo Learnard

PERCUSSION
Chris Souza
Missouri Symphony League Timpani Chair
Jordan Nielsen
Alex Fragiskatos

HARP
Sabrina Vaughan

PIANO
Kathleen Marco